
Build a Childbirth Class that is 

exactly what you need! 
I have divided the most requested and most helpful childbirth class content into bundles that 

can be combined in a variety of ways to meet your specific needs.  See the content details 

below.  

Everything can be customized, but to get you started I have suggested several combinations 

depending on your situation.   

Pricing is $40/hour, billed in 15-minute increments, with a minimum of 2 hours per meeting.  

This pricing covers travel within my standard travel range to your home, supplies for the class, 

access to an online birth planning and information tool, and an online portal to access 

handouts and other materials.  

I can travel outside of my standard range for an additional travel fee. Some bundles may be 

completed via Zoom or Skype, with a pre-arranged discounted rate.  

Choose your bundles, complete the information form, and I will put together a personalized 

proposal for your private class!  

The Basics – A good option if: you want to learn how labor works and what to 

expect at the hospital  

 Recommended Bundles: B , C , D 

Coping Boost – A great option if: you don’t feel your childbirth class gave you 

enough practice, you have given birth before, or you’re hoping for a low 

intervention birth  

 Recommended Bundles: A , C , D 

Team Builder – Works well for: families who want to focus on partner support 

and ways the partner(s) of the birthing person can support labor.   

 Recommended Bundles: A , B ,  C , D , E , H 

Childbirth & Chill – A good choice if: you want to focus on all you can do to 

create an environment ideal for relaxation, understand the interplay of 

hormones during labor, and fill your toolbox with a wide variety of coping tools.   

 Recommended Bundles: A , B , C , D , G 

High Tech, Low Stress – Created for: families with a planned induction, 

cesarean, or other more-medicalized birth process coming up. 

 Recommended  Bundles: E , F , G , H 



Baby Focus – A good fit for: families who are already comfortable with their 

knowledge about birth; adoption; creating a post-arrival plan for taking care of 

your baby and yourself.  

 Recommended Bundles:  H , I , J 

I Don’t Know What I Don’t Know! – Choose this if: you don’t know where to start 

and want to know everything I’ve got to throw at you! 

 The whole shebang! Discount on purchase of entire package.  

 

* For private classes, choose what YOU want out of your Childbirth Education. Each bundle is 

listed below with what you will take away from the session.  

* Each bundle is priced based on typical length, amount of preparation and materials cost 

on my end. Time varies depending on content and specific needs, but bundles run between 

1 and 2 hours. These are designed for a pregnant person and their primary partners/supports 

during the birth. 

* Please plan to make childcare arrangements for any other children.   

* Some bundles may be optionally completed virtually via Skype or Zoom. Virtual content is 

discounted at $30/hr.  

* If you purchase 6 or more bundles, receive the Newborn Care bundle free. ($80 savings) 

* Doula clients receive 20% off any private class packages. 

* Please contact me to discuss any specific needs that do not fit into these topics.  

* No family is turned away for lack of funds! I am open to discussing a sliding scale, payment 

plans, barters of services, etc. I welcome any family who believes we are a good fit for one 

another, and will help you connect with a colleague or another educator in our area if not.  

 

A - Breathing and Relaxation (~45 minutes) 

 Learn:  

❖ How relaxation helps labor progress 

❖ How your breath and your pelvic floor relate to the birth of baby 

Walk away with:  

❖ 4 breathing patterns to use in labor  

❖ 3 relaxation practices  

❖ Partner support techniques 

❖ Mantra birth cards and Relaxation script  

B - Late Pregnancy & How Labor Starts (~30 minutes) 



 Learn:  

❖ How labor starts 

❖ How to recognize labor when it starts  

❖ When to go to your birth place 

 Walk away with:  

❖ Personalized checklist for packing your hospital or birth center “go bag” 

❖ Early Labor Plan  

C - Labor Progress, Positions & Comfort Techniques (~60 minutes) 

 Learn:  

❖ Stages of labor 

❖ How movement in labor helps birth  

❖ How to help back pain in labor (& pregnancy!)  

 Walk away with:  

❖ At least a dozen positions to try in labor  

❖ Positions to encourage baby to rotate into an optimal position for birth 

❖ Hands on partner support techniques for movement and pain coping in labor  

❖ Labor toolbox with comfort items to use in labor 

D - 2nd Stage of Labor – Birth (~30 minutes) 

 Learn: 

❖ Common interventions and provider support during 2nd Stage of labor 

❖ How baby moves through the birth canal  

❖ How hormones shift to prepare parent and baby for birth and the immediate 

hours after 

❖ Immediate newborn procedures 

 Walk away with: 

❖ 6 positions to try while pushing (even with an epidural!)  

❖ Partner support techniques during pushing 

E - Hospital Toolbox (~90 minutes) 

 Learn:  

❖ Your preferences around pain medications and interventions  

❖ How pain medications are administered and how they affect pain in labor  

❖ What to expect with the most common medical interventions during a hospital 

birth 

❖ How interventions and medications may affect labor progress 

 Walk away with:  

❖ Decision making practice under your belt 



❖ Key Questions “cheat sheet”  

❖ Benefit/Risk Spreadsheet 

❖ Partner support techniques when interventions or pain medications are used 

F - Cesarean Birth (~30 minutes – longer if preparing for a planned cesarean) 

 Learn 

❖ The difference between medically necessary and elective cesareans 

❖ How a cesarean surgery is performed 

 Walk away with:  

❖ Birth preferences in case you deliver via cesarean   

❖ Partner support techniques for cesarean birth  

❖ Questions to ask if cesarean is suggested or offered 

❖ Tips for specifically navigating physical recovery and baby care after a 

cesarean birth 

G - Birth Plans (must be combined with at least two other bundles) (~30 minutes) 

I n this bundle you will identify your priorities and preferences around birth.  You will 

explore your “Plan B” in case of unexpected possibilities that come up during labor.  

Walk away with:  

❖ Draft of birth plan 

❖ Email support to edit and finalize your birth plan 

H - The First Two Weeks (~90 minutes) 

 Learn:  

❖ Common appearance and behaviors of newborns 

❖ Universal newborn cues and how to respond to them  

❖ The signs of postpartum mood and anxiety disorders 

❖ How to explore your priorities and preferences around feeding baby 

❖ Common physical experiences of postpartum recovery 

❖ Warning signs for you and baby 

 Walk away with:  

❖ Postpartum plan 

❖ Postpartum Care pack for your recovering body  

❖ List of local resources for support and connection 

❖ Feedback on baby’s sleep space and newborn gear  

❖ Experience diapering, holding, burping and swaddling 

I - Breastfeeding/Chestfeeding (~60 minutes) 

 Learn 

❖ How your body produces milk 



❖ When you might want/need a pump, bottles, etc.  

❖ What increases milk supply 

 Walk away with:  

❖ 5 tried-and-true breastfeeding positions 

❖ Tips for maximizing the first feedings 

❖ Breast/Chestfeeding care pack 

❖ Local resources and referrals as needed 

*** This bundle can be replaced with support and information around bottle feeding or other 

feeding needs specific to your situation *** 

 

J - Newborn Care (in home, after baby is born) (2 hours) 

This bundle is specially designed to assist you as you get familiar with your newborn.  I 

will meet you at your home to help you with the following (as needed):  

❖ Holding and soothing baby 

❖ Diapering  

❖ Bathing baby 

❖ Recognizing baby’s cues  

❖ Babywearing  

❖ Questions and referrals as needed  

 *** This bundle does not replace a doula, postpartum doula or lactation consultant *** 


